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WHEN YOU NURSE YOUR BABY GUARD YOUR1
HEALTH CAREFULLY AND DO NOT WORRY ,
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The Nursing Mother Should Have Exercise, Life and Be Sdr--

rounded by the Things That Interest'Her.

BY CAROLINE COE.
When you nurse your baby you

may follow your own wishes as to
choice of food.

The old-ide- that acid fruits and,,
vegetables give theTjaby colic is prob-
ably not true, says an article that is
part of the official report of the chil-

dren's bureau, since all acids are
changed in the process of the moth-
er's digestion.

However, if they or any other food
or drink disturb the mother's diges-
tion this may have an unfavorable
effect upon the milk. It is necessary,
therefore, to watch the diet very
carefully and eliminate s

that actually show themselves to be
unsuited to the mother.

.' If, in addition, a woman eats slow-
ly chews her food thoroughly, and,
above alLrefrains from worry there
will be no reason to suppose that' the
maternal milk will not agree with the
baby

Constipation should be guarded
against as carefully during the period
of lactation as during pregnancy.--

If the milk is scanty, the need for
a more generous diefc-- is indicated.
Plenty Df fresh milk, .eggs, fresh
iregel?s,jre;fruft.andoer.pkujw3

simple food are required. .
If the appetite is 5apricious, it will

be well to eat lightly five or six times
a day. It is necessary to reiterate the
importance of a quiet state of mind
for all nursing(mothers

There is no one thing which more
certainly and completely interferes
with the secretion of jnflk than any
overwrought, nervous condition, and,
although in the presence of grave
causes for worry or sorrow it seems
sometimes afihodfc impossible1 to be

the thought that the
little life, perhaps, .is dependent upon
it will serve to give the mother the
strength required.

The mother should have pleasant
exercise, outofdoor life, pleasure,
cheerful society, and be surrounded
as far as possible with the things
that interest her.

She should strive to have at least
eight hours of sleep at night, and, if
her rest is broken, then, to make it up
during the day when tne "baby sleeps.
Plenty of fresh air and sunshine are
always desirable.

There is usually a period after the
nurse has gone and the mother is left
to herself when the weariness resuli- -
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